Meeting Agenda

RC ID #

2023-MIN Approval of the minutes from the February 6, 2023 meeting of the Rules Committee of the Superior Court.

2021-023 Proposal to amend Practice Book §§ 7-10 and 7-11 regarding retention and destruction of summary process records.

 Previously on the agenda on February 6, 2023.
 a. Cover memorandum
 b. Proposal
 c. Request to comment from CT Housing Authority
 d. Withdrawal of request to comment from CT Housing Authority
 e. Comments from Judges’ Advisory Committee
 f. Supplemental Comments from Legal Aid Associations
 g. Comments from Judge Abrams and Court Operations on proposal
 h. An Act Concerning Summary Process Records
 i. Correspondence from Attorney Shay regarding proposal and S.B. 200
 j. Supplement from Legal Aid Associations
 k. SB 200 History 2022
 l. CVLC & CLRP Comments in Support of Amendments
 m. Letter from Legal Aid Associations re S.B. 200
 n. Public Hearing Testimony S.B. 200
 o. Update from CT Legal Services on legislative initiatives (new material)
 p. Additional Information from CT Legal Services (new material)

2023-001 Proposal to amend Practice Book Sec. 38-8 to expand the cash bail option.

 Previously on the agenda on February 6, 2023.
 a. Proposal
 b. Comments from Court Operations (new material)

2023-002 Proposal to amend the MCLE rule, Sec. 2-27A, to allow attorneys to earn up to four hours per year of MCLE credit by judging mock trials or moot courts at the undergraduate, high school, or middle school levels, in addition to those at the law school level.

 Previously on the agenda on February 6, 2023.
 a. Proposal
 b. Memo re: MCLE Opinions
 c. Comments on proposal from the MCLE Commission (new material)
Proposal to amend Practice Book Sections 38-3, 38-4, and 43-21 to make those rules consistent with the correlating statutes that were recently amended.

*First time being considered.*

a. Proposal (new material)

Proposal to correct citation in new Practice Book Section 5-12.

*First time being considered.*

a. Proposal (new material)

Rules that Remain Suspended, etc. based on Declared Emergencies - Update

*First time being considered.*

a. Proposal (new material)

Proposal to create hybrid files, upon request, in cases filed on or before 2014, in which the older part would remain in paper and new entries digital.

*First time being considered.*

a. Proposal (new material)

Proposal to grant active members of the bar online access to family cases (via e-services) in cases in which they do not have an appearance.

*First time being considered.*

a. Proposal (new material)

Proposal to amend various Practice Book Sections regarding the Pathways process in Family Matters.

*First time being considered.*

a. Proposal (new material)
b. Pathways Process (new material)
c. Response from CT American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers and Family Law Section of CBA (new material)
d. Responses to Bar Suggestions re: Pathways Rules (new material)
e. Comments from GHLA, NHLAA, and CLS on proposal (new material)

Proposal to amend Practice Book Section 13-29 regarding place of depositions to allow remote depositions.

*First time being considered.*

a. Proposal (new material)

Proposal to amend Chapter 21 of the Practice Book concerning receivers in light of the Uniform Commercial Real Estate Receivership Act (UCRERA).

*First time being considered.*

a. Proposal (new material)

Such other matters as may come before the Rules Committee.